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Introduction and Agenda
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1.) Purpose and Design of Assessments
2.) Story of PARCC
3.) Development of Rigorous Assessment Items
4.) Connection to City Schools Assessments

PARCC Video
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Implementing the
Maryland College and Career Ready Standards
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SY 2011-12
Curriculum

State
Assessments

District
Assessments

SY 2012-13

SY 2013-14

SY 2014-2015

MD State Standards (ELA & Math)

Maryland College and Career Ready Standards (ELA & Math)
MSA and HSA*

PARCC
PARCC Field Test

Aligned to Maryland State Standards
Aligned to Maryland College and Career Ready Standards
PBES (Performance Based Evaluation System)

Teacher
Evaluation

New Evaluation
Field Test

New Evaluation

New Evaluation
Full Implementation

* The MSA and HSA will phase out as PARCC is implemented in High School. HSA Biology, Government and MSA Science will still be administered.

Assessment Purpose and Design
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City Schools Assessment Principles
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To implement assessments that will gauge students’
learning towards being college and career ready
Assessments will:










Measure students’ learning at multiple points throughout the
instructional period
Provide data to inform instructional decisions, interventions,
and areas for extension at a school
Provide data to inform families of student academic
achievement
Provide data to inform effectiveness of school staff
Provide data to inform district decisions regarding resources,
school portfolio options, etc.

Why do we assess?
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“We assess students in
order to make better
decisions about the
curricular ends we
should be pursuing, the
way our instruction is
working, and, at close of
instruction, how
successfully students
have achieved our
intended curricular
aims” (Popham, 2010).

Tiers of Assessment

Perie, Marion, & Gong, 2007, p. 4

Maryland Assessment Transitions
Grades 3-8
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SY 2013-2014

SY 2014-2015

MSA Reading

PARCC ELA

MSA Math

PARCC Math

MSA Science
(5th and 8th)

MSA Science
(5th and 8th)

PARCC Field Test
Selected Classrooms

Maryland Assessment Transitions
Grades 9-11
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SY 2013-2014

SY 2014-2015

HSA Algebra

PARCC Algebra I

HSA English 10

PARCC English 10

HSA Government

HSA Government

HSA Biology

HSA Biology

PARCC Field Test
Selected Classrooms

PARCC Algebra II

Graduation Requirements Transition
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If a student
entered high
school…

8th graders
that take and
pass HSA in
SY 13-14 have
met their
requirement

Before/In
2012

In 2013

In 2014

In/After
2015

The Story of PARCC
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New
Standards

New
Assessment

College &
Career
Readiness

Video-PARCC Purpose & Design
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PARCC Development

New Standards

New Assessment

College & Career
Readiness
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Aligned to the CCSS which are a set of high-quality academic standards in mathematics and
English Language Arts/Literacy. They help to define what a student should know and be able
to do at the end of each grade.
It's the role of individual districts and classroom teachers to design the
curriculum and determine instructional approaches to help students reach those
standards.
The standards were created to ensure that all students graduate from high school with the
skills and knowledge necessary to succeed in college, career, and life, regardless of where they
live.
For years, states have been setting different standards for what students should know and be
able to do at each grade level. States saw that, all too often, those standards were not clear, not
focused, and not rigorous, unlike the CCSS.
One of the benefits of the CCSS is that they are vertically aligned. They build on prior learning
year by year.

PARCC Development

New Standards

New Assessment

College & Career
Readiness
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PARCC assessments check students' progress against the
CCSS so that assessments and classroom learning can
collaborate toward a common goal. PARCC data will be
designed to help educators in their instructional decisionmaking as they support students in their learning.
A review of standards from top-performing countries played
a significant role in the development of the CCSS.
This international benchmarking ensures that U.S. students
are expected to learn the rigorous content necessary to be
competitive on a global scale — not just locally.

PARCC Development

New Standards

New Assessment

College & Career
Readiness
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Many current state assessments were not designed to address the
following issues:
assessing and signaling whether students are on track for success in

college or careers
 producing timely, actionable data for students, teachers, and parents
 testing critical skills and knowledge taking advantage of
improvements in testing technology
Which of these changes are you most excited about?

PARCC Development

New Standards
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•

•
•
•
•
•

NOW
Few current state tests
emphasize writing at every
grade; some not all
No connection to college or
career readiness
Current tests focus on “kids in
the middle”
Tests are often a mystery to
parents and the public
Old-fashioned, pencil-andpaper bubble tests
Test results released late, often
after school year is over

New Assessment

College & Career
Readiness

WITH PARCC
• Separate reading and writing scores
at every grade level, critical for
career and college success
• On-track indicators in high school
and direct placement into creditbearing college courses
• For students working at all
performance levels
• Release a significant number of
test questions
• Innovative, engaging and
computer-based
• Actionable results by end of school
year

PARCC Development

New Standards

New Assessment

College & Career
Readiness
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more intellectually engaging than current tests | incorporate next-generation design
measure college and career readiness | are aligned to the Common Core State Standards
measure reading, writing, and mathematics — with a focus on critical thinking
provide timely data for students and teachers | provide a variety of tools as an assessment system
offer comparable scores across states

College and Career
Readiness
Level 5
Level 4

Level 3
Level 2

Level 1

New Standards

New Assessment

College & Career
Readiness
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Grades 3-8

Grades 9 & 10

Grade 11

Is prepared for
success in further
studies in that
content area

Is on-track to be
college and career
ready

Is college and career
ready

(Likely) needs
academic support to
find success in further
studies in that content
area

(Likely) needs
academic support to
find success in further
studies in that content
area

(Likely) needs
academic support for
success in entry level,
credit-bearing courses
in that content area

needs extensive
academic support for
success in further
studies in that content

needs extensive
academic support for
success in further
studies in that content

needs extensive
academic support to
enroll in entry level,
credit-bearing courses

College and Career
Determination

New Standards

College & Career
Readiness
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Credit-bearing
courses at two- or
four- year institutions.

Students who have the:
Academic Knowledge

New Assessment

Are prepared
for success in…

Technical courses

Skills
Practices

Entry-level positions

Successful PARCC scores mean students have the ability to enter into entrylevel, credit-bearing courses at post-secondary institutions without remediation
in English Language Arts/Literacy or Mathematics.
Students are guaranteed exemption from remedial coursework at more than
700 colleges and universities.

Poetry Activity
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Read each poem
Look closely at the sentence structure
Determine the grade span for each poem

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

K-1
2-3
4-5
6-8
9-10
11-12

Interacting with Complex Texts
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View video:
https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/teachinghigher-order-thinking-skills
• How does the teacher help students develop higher
order questions?
• What do students learn from writing and discussing
questions?
• How do students test the validity of their questions.
Why is this an important step?
• How is this similar or different to the instruction
that you observe in your school?

PARCC Assessment Design
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PARCC is made up of two components that are designed to measure
different types of student learning. There is no measure of growth between
PBA and EOY.
Beginning of
Course
The original plans for PARCC
included a diagnostic system of
assessment in the beginning and
middle of the year. PARCC has not
begun to develop these assessments.

End of course

PARCC
PBA

PARCC
EOY

PARCC Assessment Design Video
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Performance Based Assessment (PBA)
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Beginning of
Course

End of course

The PBA should be administered
75% of the way through the course
content

PARCC
PBA

PBA ELA

PBA Math

Literary, Research, and Narrative Tasks

2 Sessions

The three tasks will focus on writing
effectively when analyzing texts and
using evidence drawn from the texts to
support claims.

Tasks that have students apply key
mathematical skills, concepts and
processes to solve complex problems of
the types encountered in everyday life,
work and decision-making.

End of Year Assessment (EOY)
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Beginning of
Course

End of course

The EOY should be administered
90% of the way through the course
content

PARCC
EOY

EOY ELA

EOY Math

2 Sessions

2 Sessions

short answer questions that focus on
reading and comprehending complex texts,
including vocabulary interpretation and use.
Will include passages from history/social
studies, science, and technical subjects.

Focus on content of the grade/course as
defined in the PARCC Model Content
Frameworks. Items will use technology
within items to enable students to, for
example, create equations, graph functions,
draw lines of symmetry or create bar graphs.

PARCC Throughout a Student’s Career: Tyon
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Third Grade

Tyon is reading a fable.
It's interesting, and he's
looking forward to using
the same writing skills in
tomorrow's computer
assessment. When he's
finished her fable, he'll
go back to a mathematics
problem that's been
puzzling him. But he'll
persevere — he finds the
blocks really help him to
visualize the numbers —
and he'll be ready for
that test too.

Sixth Grade

Tyon is reading quite a
challenging piece of
technical writing in
science class, so he's
making notes because
he'll be writing about
his findings next week.
He's also using his
mathematical
reasoning alongside
his writing skills,
because he sees that
some of his arguments
are better presented in
numbers than words.

Twelfth Grade

Tyon has mastered a wide
range of mathematical
concepts and reasoning,
and he uses them
fluently. But above all, he
sees how to apply these
concepts in the world
outside school. He has
learned how to do his
own research. He can
build and present his
knowledge by integrating,
comparing, and
synthesizing her findings.
He's ready for college.

Reflection-What have I learned?
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Comments or Questions?

Dr. Nakia Hardy
nhardy@bcps.k12.md.us

Nell Etheredge
egetheredge@bcps.k12.md.us
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